Stephanie Beirne – GCCF reports BURMESE CAT CLUB & SURREY and
SUSSEX CAT CLUB SHOW
16th March 2019
Thank you to Kym and Ian and the rest of the show committees for inviting me to judge. It
really was a great show, lovely atmosphere and nice to see so many vistors who had come to
admire the exhibits. My steward was Allison McAlpine, who handled the cats with great
expertise.
BURMESE CAT CLUB SHOW
Breed Classes
Brown Kitten - male
1st & BOB McKee’s KOTANUSHKA OSCAR BLANDFORD (BUR n) M 26/06/18)
Presented in excellent condition with a warm-toned, rich seal brown coat and very good eye
colour. His coat is short, close lying with a satin texture and glossy. His head forms a short
wedge, he has good width to his head between his ears, good width at his cheekbones and a
fairly blunt finish to his muzzle. His brow is gently rounded, he has a fair nose break, I would
prefer it to be a little more distinct, followed by a short straight nose which ends in the same
vertical plane as his chin, which has reasonable depth to it. Ears are medium in size with a
rounded tip and set well. He has very good eye shape and colour, they are lustrous, set wide
apart, the top line slants towards his nose, with a more rounded lower line and a pleasing
golden yellow in colour. His body is well muscled, medium in size and feels very heavy for his
appearance and is firm and muscular. Back is straight and chest strong and rounded. His legs
are proportionate, slender with neat oval paws. Tail is straight, tapering to a rounded tip and
balances. Handled very well.
Brown Kitten – female
1st Mr & Mrs Payne’s MYTHIAN LADY FLORENCIA (BUR n) F 11.09.18
Slightly cooler-toned seal brown coat than the BOB winner, it is close-lying and has a satin
texture to it, shading gradualy lighter seal brown on her underparts. Her head forms a
medium short wedge, would prefer a litle more width to the top of her head between her
medium sized ears which she was holding a bit upright. Fair width at her cheekbones and a
blunt finish to her muzzle. In profile she has a gently rounded brow, a good nose break, a
shortish nose, although her nose leather rolls off slightly at the tip. Her chin has fair depth to
it and her bite is correct. Her yellow eyes are of very good size and expressive, the top line
slants correctly towards her nose and the lower line is more rounded. Legs are slender and
proportionate with near oval paws, strong chest which is rounded in profile. She has a
straight back and well shaped straight tail which tapers gradually to a rounded tip and is of
correct length to balance. Her body feels lithe and muscular and feels heavy for her
appearance. Very affectionate, she handled well.
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Blue Kitten –male
1st Gale’s GALEEN KATOO (BUR a) M 17.10.18
Well grown, almost 5 mth old kitten, with a good weighty feel to him. His head forms a
medium short wedge, fair width at his cheekbones, although I would prefer a blunter finish
to his muzzle. He has fair width to the top of his head between his ears, a gently rounded
brow, his nose break is quite shallow, followed by a longish nose that slopes down. His chin is
of fair depth and his bite is correct. His ears are medium in size with rounded tips and set
well so the outer edge follows the outline of his face. His eyes are pale golden yellow in
colour, set fairly wide apart and of very good size and lustrous although he was holding them
wide open making them look rather round. The top line slants towards his nose and the
lower line is well rounded. His body is of very good size for his age and feels muscular. His
back is straight and his chest is strong and rounded in profile. Tail is straight, tapering to a
rounded tip and is of correct length to balance. Proportionate legs with neat oval paws. His
fairly short coat is of good satin texture and even in shade and tone over his body and head.
The colour is a medium blue-grey but with a slight fawn tone to it. A confident kitten who
handled well.
Blue kitten – female
1st & BOB Gale’s GALEEN KOKO (BUR a) F 17.10.18
Litter sister to the above. She has the better coat texture and colour of all three blue
exhibits. Her head forms a slightly shorter wedge than her litter mate with good width at her
cheekbones and a reasonably blunt finish to her muzzle. She has good width to the top of
her head and well set medium-sized ears that are placed wide apart and follow the outline of
her face and show a slight forward tilt in profile. Gently rounded brow, a good nose break
followed a medium shortish nose, her nose leather rolls off at the tip. Chin is firm and of
adequate depth and her bite is correct. Her pale golden yellow eyes are set well apart, large
and expressive. They are of very good shape with the top line slanting towards her nose and
a more rounded lower line. of Her body feels lithe and firm, with a strong chest which is
rounded in profile. Legs are slender and proportionate with neat oval paws and pinkish grey
paw pads. Her tail is of correct length to balance and straight, tapering to a nicely rounded
tip. Her coat is of very good satin texture and is short and close-lying. The colour is a soft
blue-grey, very even in tone across her body and head with a lovely silvery sheen on the
curved parts of her shoulders and head. Happy little soul presented in excellent condition.
2nd Watt’s CATATOUILLE MIDNIGHT (BUR a) F 22.8.18
Her head forms a medium-short wedge, with fair width to the top of her head between her
ears, fairly blunt muzzle, needs a bit more width at her cheekbones. Ears are medium in size,
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rounded tips and set well. Her brow is gently rounded and she has a fair nose break followed
by a fairly long nose which is straight and the tip ends in the same vertical plane as her chin.
Would like a bit more depth to her head in profile. Her chin is of reasonable depth and her
bite is correct. Her eyes are of good size and shape, could be wider set. They are chartreuse
yellow in colour, quite large with the topline slanted correctly towards her nose and a more
rounded lower line. Her body is medium in size, well grown for her age and feels firm and
weighty for her appearance. Legs are proportionate and elegant with neat oval paws. Her
tail is straight, tapering to a rounded tip and correct length to balance. Her chest is strong
and her bsack is straight. Her coat is a pleasing soft blue-grey, fairly short and good texture
but lacks the silvery sheen of the 1st & BOB winner. Sweet natured kitten who enjoyed being
handled.
Chocolate Kitten – male
1st & BOB Bone’s SUPURRNOVA FERNANDO (BUR b) M 19.7.18
Muscular and very well grown for nearly 8 mths old and feeling impressively heavy for his
appearance. I really liked his coat. The colour is an even milk chocolate with a warm honey
tone to it and very minimal darker masking to his ears and face. Short and glossy with a satin
texture and close-lying. His head forms a short wedge viewed from in front, excellent width
between his ears and gentle rounding to the top of his head with very good width at his
cheekbones and a blunt finish to his muzzle. His ears are set wide apart, medium in size with
rounded tips and the outer egde follows the outline of his face. In profile he has good depth
to his head, a gently rounded brow, a distinct nose break followed by a short straight nose.
The tip ends in the same vertical plane as his chin which is strong and has good depth to it.
His large yellow eyes are set wide apart, very expressive with the top line correctly slanted
towards his nose and a well rounded lower line. His tail is straight and of correct length to
balance and tapers to a rounded tip. Strong chest, rounded in profile. Legs are proportionate
and slender with neat oval paws. Lovely temperament and in excellent condition.
Chocolate kitten – female
1st Bloomer’s BLOOMERS BLOW ME AWAY (BUR b) F 5.12.18
Delicious chocolate baby, just old enough to make her debut. Her coat colour is still
developing, currently a warm milk chocolate with very slightly darker milk chocolate masking
to her muzzle and ears. Lovely head shape, good width and gentle rounding to the top of
her head between her ears, medium sized ears , set wide apart to follow the outline of her
face and have rounded tips. Her head forms a short wedge, lovely width at her cheekbones
and a blunt finish to her muzzle. She has good depth to her head, a well rounded brow,
distinct nose break followed by a short and straight nose, the tip ends in the
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same vertical plane as her chin. Her bite is level and correct, missing some baby teeth today,
her chin is firm and of good depth. Her eyes are muddy yellow in colour at present, large and
set well apart with the top line slanted towards her nose and more rounded lower line. Her
body feels heavy for her size, well grown and muscular for her age. Chest is strong and
rounded in profile and her back is straight. Her legs are elegant and proportionate, with neat
oval paws. Her tail is straight, tapers to a rounded tip and of correct length to balance. Coat
is short and fine textured and lies well. Enjoyed being cuddled and showed herself well.
2nd Cherkas’s JUSARKA HOT CHOCOLATE (BUR b) F 25.8.18
Well grown 6 month old kitten, rather pale milk chocolate coat coat with darker contrast to
her face and ears. Her head forms a medium wedge, fair width at her cheekbones, I would
prefer a slightly blunter finish to her muzzle and a bit more width overall to her head. She
has fair width to the top of her head between her ears, which are medium to large in size
with rounded tips and set well so the outer edge follows the outline of her face. Slightly
rounded brow, good nose break followed by a longish straight nose, the tip ends in the same
vertical plane as her chin, which is of fair depth. Very attractive eye shape, they are large and
lustrous, yellow in colour, with the top line slanted towards her nose and a well rounded
lower line. Her body is medium sized and feels muscular and firm and feels weighty
pearance. Tail is straight, of correct length to balance and tapers to a rounded tip. Legs are
slender and proportionate with neat oval paws. Her coat is fairly short, lies well with a satin
texture to it. Shown in lovely condition and sweet temperament.
Lilac kitten – female
1st & BOB Bone’s IMPROMPTU FORGETMENOT (BUR c) F 17.8.18
Pale lilac girl with a super coat texture and lovely burmese expression. Her head forms a
short wedge, she has excellent width to the top of her head and well shaped medium sized
ears which are set well apart to follow the outline of her face. She has very good width at her
cheekbones and a blunt muzzle. In profile she has gentle rounding to her head, a good nose
break followed by a short, straight nose. The tip of her nose ends in the same vertical plane
as her chin, which is firm and of good depth. Her chartreuse yellow eyes are really
expressive, large and lustrous and set wide apart with the top line correctly slanted towards
her nose and a more rounded lower line. Her body is firm and lithe, well grown for her age,
feeling weighty for her appearance. Legs are slender and proportionate, with neat oval paws.
Tail is straight, of correct length to balance and tapers to a rounded tip. Her coat is short and
fine, close lying with a satiny texture. Very delicate pale dove grey, I was unable to see much
pinkish cast to it, except on her sides and belly. A very pretty and feminine looking exhibit
with a sweet temperament.
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Chocolate Tortie kitten – female
1st & BOB Rawlinson’s XTASKIA SAFIYE (BUR h) F 3.8.18
My take home kitten of the day. Super kitten, lovely shaped head and a close-lying and glossy
short coat. Very good eye shape and colour, they are set well apart, golden yellow in colour,
large and expressive, with the top line slanted towards her nose and a more rounded lower
line. Her head forms a short wedge, lovely width at her cheekbones and to the top of her
head between her ears, blunt finish to her muzzle. Ears are set well and follow the outline of
her face, medium in size with rounded tips, in profile she has good depth to her head, a
gently rounded brow, a distinct nose break and a short, straight nose, tip ends in the same
vertical plane as her chin. Her body is of very good size for 7 mths, feeling weighty for her
appearance and muscular. Tail is of correct length to balance, it is straight and tapers to a
rounded tip. Legs are proportionate and elegant., chest is strong and rounded. Her coat is
fine textured, lies very close with a high gloss to it, warm milky chocolate mingled with
various shades of red and an attractive red blaze on her forehead. Very confident and calm
kitten, she showed herself to advantage.
Lilac Tortie kitten – female
1st & BOB Hope’s IMPROMPTU DREAMCATCHER (BUR j) F 27.7.18
7 mth old female with excellent coat texture, close lying and very satiny with a sheen to it.
Her head forms a medium wedge with fair width to the top of her head between her ears.
She has good width at her cheekbones and a reasonably blunt finish to her muzzle, chin is
firm and of good depth. Would like slightly more width to her muzzle. In profile she has a
good nose break, her nose is straight but quite long. Nose ends in same vertical plane as her
chin. Her ears are medium in size, with nicely rounded tips and set well. She just needs a bit
more width to her head overall. Her medium sized body feels firm and is weighty for
appearance, good chest, rounded in profile, tail is straight, tapers to a rounded tip and the
length balances her body. Very attractive yellow eyes, large and expressive and set well with
the top line slanted towards her nose and a rounder lower line. Proportionate slender legs
and neat oval paws. Her coat is fine and of lovely texture, delicate dove grey mingled with
shades of cream. Very sweet temperament.
Miscellaeneous Classes
Non-Breeder’s Adult male
1st Giles’s ROSSIKHAN STARMAN (BUR b) M 17.5.18
Just adult by a few days, well grown and muscular young male with a warm milk chocolate
coat. His well shaped head forms a short wedge, good blunt finish to his muzzle and plenty
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of width at his cheekbones. His ears are set well apart, medium in size with rounded tips.
Gentle rounding to the top of his head and a distinct nose break, short straight nose ending
in the same vertical plane as his chin which is firm and of good depth. His yellow eyes are set
wide apart, large and expressive, the top line is slanted toards his nose with a rounded
lower line. Body is medium in size, feeling weighty for his appearance. Legs are slender and
proportionate with neat oval paws. Tail is correct length to balance, strsaight with a rounded
tip. Strong chest, rounded in profile. His coat is short, good satin texture and lies well. Soppy
temperament.
Breeder’s adult – female
1st Giles’s CH IMASTAR HEARTS DESIRE (BUR h) F 13.9.13
Mature female with a very good Burmese expresssion. Pleasing head shape, it forms a short
wedge with good width at her cheekbones and a blunt finish to her muzzle. Her eyes are
large and expressive, rather pale chartreuse in colour and set well apart with the top line
slanted correctly towards her nose and a more rounded lower lone. She has good width to
the top of her head between her medium sized ears which have rounded tips. She has a good
nose break, followed by a short straight nose, ending in the same vertical plane as her chin.
Level chin of good depth. Her body is weighty for her appearance, feeling firm and athletic.
Strong chest, rounded in profile. Legs are slender and proportionate with neat oval paws.
Her tail is straight tapering to a rounded tip but is only just long enough to balance. Her coat
is fairly short, of satin texture, warm milk chocolate mingled with various shades of red.
2nd Mason’s ADPIXBU WHITTINGHAM DELILAH (BUR b) F 19.6.16
Darker chocolate female with marginally slightly longer wedge shape to her head than the
winner. Fair width at her cheekbones and a blunt finish to her muzzle. Very good eye size and
shape, they are charteuse yellow in colour, large and lustrous with the top line slanted
towards her nose and a more rounded lower line. Ears are medium in size with rounded tips
and set well to follow the outline of her face. Good nose break, short straight nose but
leather rolls off at the tip. Her chin is firm and has good depth to it. Legs are elegant and
proportionate, neat oval paws. Het tail is straight with a rounded tip and of correct length to
balance. Her body is medium in size, feeling firm and weighty for her appearance. Her coat is
a darker chocolate, very even in shade with very minimal darker masking on her face and
ears. Chuntered away with some terrible swear words but handled very well.
Burmese Debutante Neuter
1st Mason’s ADSEPBU WHITTINGHAM-GIGI (BUR c) FN 4.9.17
Very pleasing lilac coat, a delicate dove grey with a pinkish cast showing through, short and
close lying with an excellent satin texture to it. Her head forms a short wedge, good width at
her cheekbones and a fairly blunt muzzle. She has good width to her head between her
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medium sized ears which are set correctly and show a slight forward tilt in profile. In profile
she has good depth to her head, slight roundin g to her brow and a good nose break
followed by a straight nose, ending in same vertical plane as her chin, which has good depth.
Her eyes are chartreuse yellow in colour, set wide apart with the top line slanting towards
her nose and a well rounded lower line, good Burmese expression. Body is medium sized,
lithe and muscular, weighty for her appearance. Chest strong and rounded in profile. Her tail
is straight with a rounded tip, only just balances her body in length. Legs are slender and
proportionate, neat oval paws. Handled very well, a lovely exhibit.
Burmese Maiden Neuter
1st Mason’s ADSEPBU WHITTINGHAM-SHANTUI (BUR c) MN 4.9.17
Medium-toned lilac, not quite such a delicate a shade of dove grey as his littermate above
with only very faint pinkish cast showing. Short coat, fine in texture and lies well. Good width
to the top of his head, it forms a short wedge with nice width at his cheekbones and a fairly
blunt muzzle. Good ear set, medium in size with rounded tips and set wide apart so the
outer edge follows the outline of his face. Pleasing bright yellow eye colour, they fairly large
and set wide apart with the top line slanting correctly towards his nose, lower line could be
more rounded for perfection. In profile he has good depth to his head, a firm, level chin of
very good depth. Fairly rounded brow, good nose break and a medium-short straight nose.
His body is medium in size, weighty for his appearance and feels firm. Legs are
proportionate, neat oval paws. Sweet natured.
2nd Adam’s KYMIAN ULTIMUS (BUR b) MN 11.6.17
Darker warm toned chocolate coat, very even in shade across his body and head with very
minimal darker masking on his face and ears. It is fairly short, very good satin texture and
glossy. His head forms a medium-short wedge, good width at his cheekbones but his muzzle
is slightly too fine. Good width to the top of his head and medium sized ears with rounded
tips. In profile he has a a slightly rounded brow, good nose break, longish nose with slight
curve to top line, leather rolls off at tip. Fair depth to his chin, level bite. His eyes are
chartreuse in colour, of good size, with the top line slanted towards his nose and a fairly well
rounded lower line. Tail is straight, tapering to a rounded tip and only just long enough to
balance. Proportionate legs with neat oval paws. Medium sized body, firm and muscular with
a weighty feel to it, strong chest rounded in profile. Very friendly chap who enjoyed a cuddle.
Margaret Somers Memorial Trophy Kitten
1st Gale’s GALEEN KATOO (BUR a) M 17.10.18

reported above
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Blue Adult
1st Rodwell’s CH JAX PALATINATE BLUE ( BUR a) F 16.3.16
Mature female of good type with a very attractive blue coat. Her head forms a short wedge
from the front, good width at her cheekbones and a blunt muzzle. Her ears are medium sized
with rounded tips and set correctly so the outer edge follows the outline of her face. Good
width to the top of her head between her ears and a a slightly rounded forehead. Her nose
break is adequate followed by a short, straight nose, the tip ends in the same vertical plane
as her chin which is firm. She has large and lustrous eyes, set wide apart with the top line
slanted towards her nose and a correctly rounded lower line, chartreuse yellow in colour.
Her medium sized body feels firm and muscular, she has proportionate, elegant legs and
neat oval paws. Her tail is straight and tapers to a rounded tip, good length to balance. Her
coat is short and close-lying, darker blue-grey, very even in shade and tone across her body
and head with plenty of silver sheen showing on her back, head and shoulders.
Chocolate Adult
1st Bone’s GR CH RAWEKE TOMFUN (BUR b) M 7.9 17
Very nice overall type to this warm-toned chocolate young male. His head forms a short
wedge, good width at his cheekbones and a blunt muzzle. Very good width to his head and
well set medium sized ears with rounded tips, setso they follow the outline of his face. In
profile he has a gently rounded brow, a distinct nose break followed by a short, straight
nose, the tip ends in the same vertical plane as his chin which has fair depth. Expressive eyes
are yellow in colour, set well apart with the top line slanted toward his nose and a wellrounded lower line. Firm and muscular body feeeling weighty for his appearance, strong
chest, rounded oin profile. His tail is straight, tapering to a rounded tip and of correct length
to balance, proportionate legs ending in neat oval paws. His coat is a very warm milk
chocolate , very slight darker chocolate on his face and ears. It is fine textured and close-lying
with a lovely gloss to it. Playful and affectionate temperament and show in lovely condition.
Lilac Adult
1st Chapman-Beer’s GR CH TRIBUNE CINDERELLA (BUR c) F 18.4.16
Super coat on this exhibit. It is short and fine, very close-lying with an impressive sheen to it.
The colour is a delicate dove-grey across her body with some slightly darker toned grey on
her face. The desired faint pinkish cast was evident on her back and sides. Her head forms a
shortish wedge viewed from in front and she has fair width at her cheekbones. She has good
width to the top of her head between her ears, although her head is slightly narrower overall
than the 1st and 2nd placed. In profile she has good depth to her head, a gently rounded
brow, with a distinct nose break, a straight nose which is slightly long and rolls off at the tip.
Her chin is firm and of good depth. Her expressive eyes are of very good size, lustrous, yellow
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in colour and set well with the top line slanted towards her nose and a more rounded lower
line. Her ears are medium to large in size with a rounded tip and set well so the outer edge
follows the outline of her face. Her body is medium in size, feeling lithe and muscular,
proportionate slender legs and neat oval paws. Chest is strong and rounded in profile and
her back is straight. Her tail is straight, gently tapers to a rounded tip and is of correct length
to balance. Shy and gentle temperament.
Cream Neuter
1st Evans’s ADPIXBU ADORACREAMCRACKER (BUR e) FN 1.5.16
Pretty cream female. Her head forms a medium wedge, fair width at her cheekbones
although I would prefer her muzzle to have a more blunt finish to it. She has fair width to
the top of her head between her ears. Her ears are medium in size with a rounded tip and
show the correct forward tilt in profile. Good nose break, slightly flat brow ands a straight
nose which ends in the same vertical plane as her chin. Well shaped chartreuse yellow eyes,
set fairly wide apart with the top line slanted correctly towards her nose and a rounded
lower line. Her body is medium in size and feels firm and muscular, strong chest, rounded in
profile. Straight tail, tapering to a rounded tip and correct length to balance. Her legs are
slender and proportionate with neat oval paws. Her coat is short and close-lying, attractive
pale cream in colour showing a faints broken necklace and smudges to jhe knees. She has a
pleasing bloom evident on her head and ears and down her back, giving her the desired
powdered effect.
Chocolate Tortie Neuter
1st Jeffery’s GR PR KATSPELL ANATHEMA DEVICE (BUR h) FN 14.4.15
She has pale yellow eyes of very good shape and set, giving her a super Burmese expression.
They are large and lustrous, set wide apart with the top line slanted towards her nose and a
more rounded lower line. Her head forms a short wedge, very good width at her cheekbones
and a blunt finish to her muzzle. In profile she has fair depth to her head, a slightly flat
forehead, a good nose break followed by a short, straight nose ending level with her chin
which is firm and of good depth. Her ears are medium in size with rounded tips and set well
apart to follow the outline of her face. Medium sized body is firm and feels weighty for her
size. Her chest is rounded in profile,strasight back, proportionate slender legs and neat oval
paws. Tail is straight, tapering to a rounded tip and balances in length. Her coat is short and
fine, warm chocolate mingled with various shades of red.

2nd Tegg’s UK OG IGRCH BLOOMERS BELCHAMPE BROOKE (BUR h) FN 2.7.10
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Mature chocolate tortie of very good overall type. Nicely balanced head forms a short
wedge with good width at her cheekbones and a blunt finish to her muzzle. Slight rounding
to her brow, distinct nose break followed by a short nose, tip ends in same vertical plane as
her chin. Ears are set well apart, medium in size with a rounded tips and set correctly so the
outer edge continues the shape of her face. Large chartreuse eyes, set well apart with the
top line slanted correctly towards her nose and a more rounded bottom line. Medium body,
feeling firm and of good weight for her appearance, strong chest rounde I profile and a
straight back. Proportionate slender legs with neat oval paws. Straight tail, of good length to
balance and tapering to a rounded tip. Coat is short and satiny, warm milk chocolate mingled
with various shades of red.
3rd Boyle’s CH KYMIAN OPHELIA (BUR h) FN 4.3.16
SURREY & SUSSEX MISC CLASSES
AV Section 5 Adult
1st Bone’s GR CH RAWEKE TOMFUN (BUR b) M 7.9 17

reported above

Section 5 Non-breeders Neuter
1st Evans’s ADPIXBU ADORACREAMCRACKER (BUR e) FN 1.5.16 reported above
2nd Boyle’s CH KYMIAN OPHELIA (BUR h) FN 4.3.16 reported above
Section 5 Senior Neuter
1st Kempe’s IGRCH & GR PR OAKENSHIELD MISTY MORNING (BUR c) FN 6.2.14
Well-balanced and stylish lilac female, fairly petite. She has a very nice head, it forms a short
wedge with excellent width at her cheekbones and to the top of her head between her ears,
with a blunt finish to her muzzle. She has a gently rounded brow, a distinct nose break
followed by a short, straight nose, the tip ends in the same vertical plane as her chin which
has good depth to it. Well-set yellow green chartreuse eyes which are large and lustrous, the
top line slants towards her nose and a more rounded lower line. Her ears are medium in size
with rounded tips, set well apart and follow the outline of her face. Her body feels firm and
muscular, she has a strong chest, rounded in profile, proportionate elegant legs and neat
oval paws. Her tail is straight and of good length to balance, tapering gradually to a rounded
tip. Delicate dove-grey lilac coat with some pinkish cast showing, it is of satin texture, closelying. Sweet and gentle temperament.
2nd Boyle’s CH KYMIAN OPHELIA (BUR h) FN 4.3.16 reported above

Section 5 Veteran Neuter
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1st Power’s UK OB IGRPR MAINMAN RAJAH (BUR b) 11.8.03
Old friend, rather sleepy by the time I judged him in the afternoon but woke up for a chat
and a cuddle. Very good head shape, it forms a short wedge with excellent width at his
cheekbones and a blunt finish to his muzzle. Very good width to the top of his head
between his ears; they are set well apart to follow the outline of his face, medium in size
with rounded tips. Some flattening to his forehead and brow now, an excellent nose break
followed by a short, straight nose which ends in the same vertical plane as his chin which is
firm and of good depth. Expressive pale chartreuse eyes, set well apart with the top line
correctly slanted towards his nose and a well rounded lower line with a wonderful Burmese
expression. His body feels very heavy for his appearance, it is medium-large in size and feels
quite muscular. Proportionate legs with neat oval paws and his tail is straight, tapering to a
rounded tip and of correct length to balance. Warm toned milk chocolate coat with some
darker chocolate on his muzzle and ears, fine textured and very glossy. In super condition.
2nd Chapman-Beer’s OB IGRCH & IGRPR CATAMARIAN EVITA (BUR a) FN 13.8.10
Mature female with a super blue coat. Very pleasing overall type, her head forms a short
wedge, plenty of width at her cheekbones and a blunt muzzle. There is gentle rounding to
the top of her head between her ears which are set well apart so the outer edge follows the
outline of her face. Her chin is strong and of good depth. Her ears are medium in size with
rounded tips and have a slight forward tilt in profile. She has a fairly rounded brow, a distinct
nose break followed by a short, straight nose ending in the same vertical plane as her chin.
Strong chest, rounded in profile and proportionate slender legs with neat oval paws.
Expressive chartreuse eyes, set well apart with the top line slanted towards hers nose and a
more rounded lower line. Medium sized body feels lithe and muscular and heavy for her
appearance. Strong chest, rounded in profile and proportionate slender legs with neat oval
paws. Her tail just balances, it is straight,and tapers to a rounded tip. Fine coat texture, it is
short and close lying, even-toned blue-grey,with lots of silvering on her head, ears, shoulders
and feet. Ran the winner very close, a lovely exhibit.
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